Wheat deletion lines have also been used extensively More than 100,000 ESTs from various tissues of wheat at different stages of development have been sequenced for mapping (Delaney et al. 1995; Endo and Gill 1996; Qi et al. 2003) . Such lines are genetic stocks with deleand wheat cDNA clones mapped by this project to deletion bins as of March 17, 2003 , were used for further tions of one or more chromosome segments caused by a gene present on Aegilops cylindrica host chromosome analysis. Accompanying articles describe the cDNA library development (Zhang et al. 2004 ) and EST se-2C known as a gametocidal gene. In the monosomic condition of wheat chromosomes with the Ae. cylindrica quencing, unigene assembly, and cDNA probe selection (Lazo et al. 2004) . A summary article by Qi et al. (2004) chromosome 2C, this gene causes random breakage and loss of parts of wheat chromosomes (Endo 1988) . The gives an overview of the deletion bin-mapping results at the genome level. The characterization of the deleterminal deletions can then be isolated in a homozygous condition by self-pollination and cytological examination lines used in this study was described previously by Qi et al. (2003) . tion. More than 436 deletions have been isolated and used for mapping molecular markers in the wheat ge-
The purpose of this study was to conduct an in-depth analysis of the results for the group 3 chromosomes nome (Endo and Gill 1996) .
The homoeologous group 3 chromosomes are among and relate them to previous knowledge regarding these chromosomes and their relationship to the model spethe largest in physical size (Dvořák et al. 1984; Gill et al. 1991) . Gene density has been found to be higher cies, rice and Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. Data, figures, and supporting analyses for this research can be at the ends of these chromosomes Lukaszewski and Curtis 1993; Moore 2000) with the obtained from supplemental online material at (http:// wheat.pw.usda.gov/pubs/2004/Genetics). exception of 3DS where there is an interstitial region with higher gene density than at the end (Qi et al. 2004) . A number of important traits are known to be controlled MATERIALS AND METHODS by loci on these chromosomes, including grain yield and seed weight (Berke et al. 1992a,b) , kernel color Genetic stocks: Chromosome bin mapping was performed (Sears 1944 (Hare and McIntosh 1979) , leaf rust (P. recondita) the nulli-tetrasomic and ditelosomic aneuploids (Sears 1954;  resistance (McIntosh et al. 1977) , and a number of Sears and Sears 1978) obtained from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)-Sears collection of wheat genetic stocks isozymes (Hart et al. 1993; McIntosh et al. 1998 ).
(USDA-Agricultural Research Service, University of Missouri).
Among the grasses, comparisons with chromosomes
These genetic stocks allowed for the assignment of fragments from other species that are related to wheat group 3 to bins delineated by the deletion breakpoints. The aneuploid indicate that this group is the most conserved in gene stocks used in the present study included three nullisomiccontent and order. The wheat group 3 chromosomes tetrasomic (NT) lines (N3AT3D, N3BT3D, and N3DT3B) and four ditelocentric lines [Dt3AL (3AS3), Dt3BL, Dt3DS, and are most closely related to barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) Dt3DL] (Sears 1954 (Sears , 1966 Sears and Sears 1978) . Four, six, chromosome 3 (Devos and Gale 1993; and four deletions were used to characterize chromosomes 1995), rye (Secale cereale L.) chromosome 3 (Devos et 3A, 3B, and 3D, respectively (Figure 1 Figure 4 was constructed by matching ESTs in the consensus deletion map with their the total number of ESTs and loci mapped to the group and weighted by physical chromosome size (Gill et al. 1991) .
best hit on rice chromosome 1. The group 3 consensus chromosome bin map was displayed as twice the size of the rice Comparisons between long and short arms were based on the number of ESTs and loci mapped to the chromosome with physical map for readability. The wheat consensus chromosome bins are approximately proportional to estimated arm expected values weighted by chromosome arm physical size (Gill et al. 1991) .
2 analyses of EST and locus density along fraction length to the extent allowed by the EST content. All ESTs within the consensus bins were ordered on the basis the group 3 chromosomes used observed values against expected values calculated by multiplying the total ESTs or loci of their relative best-hit order in rice and evenly distributed throughout the bin. A more detailed figure is in supplemental for the arm by the deletion bin fraction length (FL; Endo and Gill 1996), assuming equal distribution over a chromoonline material (http:/ /wheat.pw.usda.gov/pubs/2004/ Genetics). some arm. In all 2 distribution analyses P Ͻ 0.01 was considered significant. Supplementary information can be obtained
The Arabidopsis coding region and protein sequences were obtained from the NCBI database and formatted into individfrom supplemental online material at (http:/ /wheat.pw.usda. gov/pubs/2004/Genetics).
ual blast databases utilizing the NCBI blast tools (ftp.ncbi.nih. gov). Unigene sequences containing mapped ESTs were Development of the group 3 consensus chromosome bin map: To develop the group 3 consensus chromosome bin map masked for known Poaceae repeats (TREP at http:/ /wheat. pw.usda.gov/ggpages/ITMI/Repeats/index.shtml) and comthose ESTs detecting two or more validated loci on different group 3 chromosomes were obtained. These data were then pared against the Arabidopsis coding sequence database using the blastN algorithm and against the Arabidopsis protein datacombined in a pairwise fashion, in all combinations of chromosomes, and ordered on the basis of corresponding deletion base using the blastX algorithm (Altschul et al. 1990 ). Summary statistics were calculated as previously described with the bin order. The finished pairwise comparisons were then conexception of an E-value cut-off of Ͼ0.001 (Sorrells et al. densed into a single nonredundant deletion bin consensus 2003; La Rota and Sorrells 2004) . Using the summary statismap. Those ESTs detecting loci mapping to nonoverlapping tics, only those matches with Ͼ70% identity over alignments bins on homoeologous chromosomes were flagged and termed of 100 bases or more were considered for the blastN alignan anomaly. The original deletion mapping Southern hybridments and those matches with Ͼ40% identity over 33 amino ization film images for each anomalous probe were checked acids were considered for the blastX alignments. The blastX and either confirmed or corrected by the mapping lab. ESTs hits were also filtered by taking the total query length and mapped to two overlapping deletion bin loci and one anomasubtracting the total alignment length. Negative numbers indilous locus were placed into the consensus bin corresponding cate a possible repeat or duplicate domain match and were to the overlapping loci. In those instances where an EST had used to selectively filter false hits not removed by truncation only two conflicting loci, the EST was grouped with any similar at the other threshold criteria. 2 analyses were used to test the anomalies and, if possible, ordered by rice chromosome 1 significance of hit distribution across the Arabidopsis genome. blastN best-hit order. Those anomalies that could not be posiExpected hit values were calculated by taking the number of tioned were placed into a consensus bin corresponding to coding regions per chromosome divided by the total coding one of the deletion bin loci (Figure 2 ). ESTs that mapped to regions and multiplied by the total number of best hits. Statistioverlapping intervals across two or more chromosomes were cal analyses were completed for all of the mapped-EST uniused to define the consensus bins. For example, wheat EST genes and only group 3 best hits. BF202444 mapped to the deletion bins 3AS4-0.45-1.00, 3BL1-0.33-0.57, and 3DS6-0.55-1.00, indicating a consensus map position between the fraction lengths 0.55 and 0.57 (3S-0.55-0.57) on the short arm. The spreadsheets used for assembling RESULTS the consensus map and detecting anomalies can be found in supplemental online material (http:/ /wheat.pw.usda.gov/ ESTs with a location on 3B was not significantly different unigenes and the entire mapped unigene set using 2 analyses. More detailed information can be found in supplemental from that expected. The corresponding mapped-locus ), while the distal bin of the short arm and the proximal and central bins of the long arm did length) was 0.88 for 3A, 1.02 for 3B, and 1.11 for 3D. Across the group 3 chromosomes 894 loci were mapped not differ significantly from that expected. The consensus map provided a higher resolution analysis for the to the short arms and 1372 loci to the long arms, corresponding to significantly different (P Ͻ 0.001) mappedgroup 3 chromosomes. The consensus bin 3S-0.45-0.55 contained a greater than expected number of mapped locus densities of 0.92 and 1.06 per chromosome arm, respectively.
Distribution of EST loci among the homoeologous
ESTs and loci while C-3S-0.23 had significantly fewer (P Ͻ 0.01). The remainder of the short arm of the Distribution pattern of mapped ESTs and loci along the group 3 chromosomes: The EST distributions folconsensus map did not significantly differ from that expected. The long-arm consensus map had a central lowed similar patterns within chromosomes 3A and 3B. On the basis of physical size of the deletion bins, bin, 3L-0.42-0.50, and two distal-most bins, 3L-0.78-0.81 and 3L-0.81-1.00, with greater than expected mapped mapped-EST and mapped-locus content was significantly greater than expected for the distal bins of both ESTs and loci (P Ͻ 10
Ϫ5
). Three bins toward the middle of the chromosome, 3L-0.22-0.27, 3L-0.27-0.42, and 3L-the short and long arms (P Ͻ 0.01), less than expected for the proximal bins (P Ͻ 0.01), and not significantly 0.63-0.78, had fewer than expected mapped ESTs and loci (P Ͻ 0.01). The remaining bins of the long arm different for the central bins (Figure 1) . Chromosome 3D had a slightly different pattern than the other two were not significantly different. Anomalies: Of the 537 ESTs in the group 3 consensus group 3 chromosomes, in that the bins containing a greater-than-expected (P Ͻ 0.001) number of mapped map, 72 disagreed in map position between two or more homoeologues, corresponding to 44 different anomaESTs were the central bin of the short arm and the distal bin of the long arm. The proximal bin of the lies. Of the 44 different anomalies 32 were detected by a single EST, as well as 6 by 2, 3 by 3, 1 by 4, 1 by 7, short arm had fewer than expected mapped ESTs and and 1 by 8 ESTs (Figure 2 ). Not included in these numbers of these loci mapped to each genome for these other six groups. bers were 4 ESTs that uncovered a discrepancy in fraction lengths between bins C-3AS2-0.23, 3AS2-0.23-0.45, Known gene locations: At least 38 genes affecting morphological and biochemical traits (Table 1) are lo-C-3DS3-0.24, and 3DS3-0.24-0.55. That discrepancy was likely due to inaccurate fraction length estimates or cated on group 3 chromosomes. Among the more important genes are 10 disease resistance genes, viviparous differences in intergenic spaces between chromosomes 3A and 3D. To correct for the difference, the breakpoint 1, ATPase, sphaerococcum factor, and Hessian fly resistance. Actual and estimated chromosome bin locations at 0.23 in 3A was changed to 0.24 and the breakpoint 0.24 in 3D was changed to 0.23 in the consensus map.
were compiled and are shown in Table 1 . Gene content: Of the 5655 unigene sequences conThe names were not changed in the individual chromosome bin maps to retain the original nomenclature.
taining mapped ESTs, 1637 (29%) significantly matched at least one protein sequence in the GO database. At Group 3 mapped-EST additional loci: The 996 ESTs mapped to the group 3 chromosomes accounted for least one significant protein match was found for 341 of 987 unigenes mapped to group 3 (35%). Mapped-765 additional loci located in the remaining six chromosome groups. A significantly greater than expected num-EST unigenes were classified according to either their biological ( Figure 3A ) or their molecular function (Figber of loci was mapped to homoeologous groups 4 and 6 (P Ͻ 0.01), but the number of loci mapped to groups ure 3B). Class sizes of those mapped on the group 3 deletion lines and the whole genome were not statisti-1, 2, 5, and 7 agreed with expected random distribution. No significant differences were found among the numcally different for either biological function or molecu- et al. (1999) For those genes that were mapped by linkage analysis, bin location was inferred from linked markers mapped on deletion lines.
a Encompasses more than one deletion bin. lar function. Metabolism was the largest category of Wheat-rice comparison: Analysis of the blastN results from the mapped group 3 unigenes against the rice biological function for GO matches to both group 3 and the whole genome, followed by the cell growth and genome indicated that the group 3 chromosomes share the highest level of homoeology with rice chromosome maintenance and response to external stimulus categories. Most of the reported proteins had either enzymatic 1 (Figure 4) . Of the 537 ESTs used in the consensus map, 232 belonged to unigenes that shared significant or binding activity molecular function.
nificantly matched an Arabidopsis coding region. The blastX comparison of all mapped-EST unigenes against the Arabidopsis protein database returned 1799 (32%) matches for all mapped-EST unigenes and 313 (32%) for wheat group 3. The number of unigene matches per Arabidopsis chromosome did not significantly differ from that expected, on the basis of the estimated coding region content per chromosome, for wheat group 3 or total mapped-EST unigenes with either blastN or blastX analyses.
DISCUSSION
Large-scale sequencing of ESTs and generation of a high-density chromosome bin map for hexaploid wheat are an important research tool with applications for molecular marker development (Eujayl et al. 2002; Somers et al. 2003) , comparative genomics (Sorrells et al. 2003; La Rota and Sorrells 2004) , and genome evolutionary studies (Akhunov et al. 2003a,b) . These EST chromosome bin maps will provide invaluable information for physical map construction and sequencing of gene-rich regions of the genome. In addition to the general use of a dense EST chromosome bin map, detailed analysis of individual chromosome groups provides important information to researchers with a particular interest in a chromosome or a homoeologous group of chromosomes.
Distribution of EST loci among the group 3 chromosomes:
The distribution of mapped ESTs and loci among the group 3 chromosomes generally followed the pattern observed for the wheat genomes as a whole (Qi et al. 2004) . Chromosome 3B had the most mapped ESTs and loci followed by 3D and then 3A. The locus density (restriction fragments per relative chromosome length) was highest for 3D (1.11) and lowest for 3A (0.88) with 3B in the middle (1.02), following the general trend for all groups (Qi et al. 2004) . The higher mapped-EST density (1.06) on the long arms of group 3 chromosomes, compared to the low density (0.92) on the short arms, also followed the general trend for other attributed to 3B. The most frequent explanation for the EST mapping discrepancies relates to differences in chromosome size. While size differences do exist among similarity with portions of rice chromosome 1, 81 the group 3 chromosomes (Dvořák et al. 1984 ; Gill et matched a rice sequence on another chromosome, and al. 1991), they do not correlate with mapped-EST conthe remaining 215 ESTs did not significantly match any tent, invalidating this simple explanation. It is more rice genome sequence to date. We found that 59% of likely that the evolutionary history of hexaploid wheat group 3 mapped-EST unigenes showed homology to was responsible for the observed differences. An inrice.
depth discussion of this possible explanation can be Wheat-Arabidopsis comparison: BlastN comparison found in Qi et al. (2004) . The mean for number of EST of the 5655 mapped-EST unigenes against the Arabiloci mapped to the group 3 chromosomes was found dopsis coding region database revealed 1182 (21%) sigto be 2.28. Assuming that each of the homoeologous nificant matches. When only mapped-EST unigenes for group 3 were considered, 204 out of 988 (20.6%) sigchromosomes contains the same gene content one would expect the mean to be near 3. Many factors may have contributed to the lower-than-expected mean, including Southern hybridization technical error, comigrating restriction fragments, and actual sequence loss or divergence between genomes.
Distribution pattern of mapped ESTs and loci:
The distribution of mapped ESTs and loci among the chromosome bins of 3A and 3B matched the general trend observed for most other chromosomes with dense regions at the distal ends of the chromosome arms and sparse regions at the proximal ends of the chromosome arms (Akhunov et al. 2003a,b; Qi et al. 2004) . Chromosome 3D was an exception to the trend, with a dense region toward the center of the short arm (Figure 1) .
The more detailed group 3 consensus deletion map suggested that mapped-EST density may be more localized than what was indicated by the individual chromosome deletion maps. The region of high mapped-EST density was reduced to only 10% of the short arm in the consensus chromosome bin map. These data may change the overall view of mapped-EST density for chromosome 3A. Though the distal chromosome bin 3AS4-0.45-1.00 appeared to be densely populated with mapped ESTs, the densely mapped consensus deletion bin 3S-0.45-0.55, and the presence of average mapped-EST density in the more distal consensus bins, suggested that the more proximal 10% of the 3AS4 bin was responsible for much of the high distal arm density. The actual mapped-EST density for chromosome arm 3AS may more closely resemble the high density in the middle of the 3DS arm, rather than the high distal density of 3BS, but was masked by the large size of the 3AS4-0.45-1.00 chromosome bin. The lower density of mapped RFLPs at the centromeric and telomeric ends of the short arms of 3A and 3D has been reported previously (Ma et al. 2001) . A more central high-density region in 3AS would also explain the average gene densities in the distal short arm consensus bins. Though 3B has a Figure 4. -Depiction of the ordered rice chromosome 1 physical map (left) and correspondences with the wheat group 3 consensus chromosome bin map (right). The color coding corresponds to the blastN hits from the mapped wheat unigene set. The red coloring signifies a significant match to wheat group 3, whereas all other colors signify a best match to a different wheat chromosome group (Sorrells et al. 2003; La Rota and Sorrells 2004) . The color coding is different for each bin within a chromosome arm but is repeated from the short arm to the long arm. Lines drawn between the rice and wheat group 3 maps show the relative location of each EST in rice and wheat. Thick sections represent a group of EST unigene blastN matches from the same consensus bin without interruption by one or more mapped-EST contig hits from a different consensus bin. Thin lines correspond to single wheat mapped-EST unigene blastN hits where the nearest neighbors are from different consensus bins. A more detailed figure is displayed in supplemental online material (http:/ / wheat.pw.usda.gov/pubs/2004/Genetics). region of higher mapped-EST density at the end of tion; technical errors in Southern blots, such as the inability to score all restriction fragments; or a function the short arm, the averaging effects of constructing the consensus map and the large amount of telomeric hetof both in the case of probe cross-hybridization (i.e., gene family members). The existence of an anomaly erochromatin on 3BS abolish its significance. The lower mapped-EST density of the proximal consensus small that was evidenced by a single EST (32 of 44 for group 3) is questionable and more likely due to a technical arm chromosome bin confirmed the pattern seen in all of the group 3 chromosomes. error, although it is possible that by chance no other mapped EST detected such an anomaly. Anomalies that The long arm of the consensus chromosome bin map also provided a more detailed analysis of the mappedcontain two or more mapped ESTs with the same location pattern (12 of 44) are more likely to be actual EST density for group 3. Unlike the proximal 3AL and 3BL deletion bins, the consensus proximal chromosome products of biological events and are displayed in Figure  2 . Out of 12 multi-EST anomalies, 3 were between chrobin was characterized by average mapped-EST density, resembling the proximal bin of 3DL. The difference mosomes 3A and 3B, 1 was between 3A and 3D, 7 were between 3B and 3D, and 1 was where 3B differed from between the individual chromosome bin maps and the consensus map was likely due to the differential contriboth 3A and 3D. The greater number of anomalies detected between 3B and 3D was possibly due to the bution of ESTs mapped to the proximal bin C-3AL3-0.42 and the higher level of heterochromatin on 3BL.
greater number of loci mapped to these two chromosomes. It is likely that the mapped-EST density of the proximal 3AL bin was closer to average in the proximal half and Anomaly L was first considered to be caused by inaccurate bin lengths (Figure 2 ). After further examination sparse in the more distal half. This hypothesis was supported by the existence of a mapped-EST-deficient reit was found that correcting the bin length estimates would also create an anomaly in the reverse orientation. gion in the two consensus chromosome bins corresponding to the distal half of C-3AL3-0.42. It is also
The inability to correct the anomaly by correcting bin lengths substantiates the presence of a rearrangement. likely that the more proximal one-third of the middle chromosome bin of 3DL (3DL2-0.27-0.81) was less Anomaly L was the largest anomaly observed with eight mapped ESTs detecting its presence. The nature of this densely populated with mapped ESTs. This was supported by the existence of the very dense consensus anomaly and its presence in chromosomal areas of low to medium mapped-EST density suggest that the redeletion bin 3L-0.42-0.50, which suggested that a small section in the middle of the long arm might have a arrangement between chromosomes 3B and 3D may encompass a large physical distance, assuming mappedhigher density of mapped ESTs than that evidenced by the individual chromosome bin maps. Interestingly a EST density corresponds to relative gene density in the region. Anomaly A was the second-largest anomaly deregion of sparse mapped-EST density, consensus bin 3L-0.63-0.78, was evident in the distal half of the long arm tected with seven mapped ESTs detecting a rearrangement between chromosomes 3B and 3D, three of which of the consensus map. This region was characterized by either average or high mapped-EST density in the detected the same rearrangement between chromosomes 3A and 3B. individual chromosome bin maps.
These findings are in good agreement with the in situ Two anomalies, E and J, may both be evidence of the same rearrangement. Two ESTs, BE424097 and BE44-hybridization studies described by Ma et al. (2001) . The most proximal two bins on the consensus map long 2882, were mapped to the telomeric bins of chromosome arms 3BS and 3DL. Two additional ESTs, BE40-arm appeared to contain high mapped-EST densities, in agreement with the individual chromosome bin 5291 and BF202610, were mapped to the telomeric bins of 3BL and 3DS. The observed pattern indicates that a maps. The more detailed consensus map uncovered more defined regions of high and low mapped-EST rearrangement possibly occurred within chromosome 3B or 3D and reciprocally exchanged DNA at the telodensity, some of which were inconsistent with single chromosome bin analysis. Examination of the distribumeric ends of the long and short arms. Another possible explanation would be that a duplication between the tion of mapped ESTs at higher resolution would likely uncover a more complex pattern of mapped-EST dentelomeric ends of the long and short arms occurred in both chromosomes but only one differing locus was sity. The estimates of mapped-EST density were sensitive to size and breakpoint accuracy of deletion bins. Error identified in each chromosome. It is possible that other putative anomalies arose in the size of an individual deletion bin could contribute to larger or smaller consensus bin sizes, subsequently through some forms of duplication that were not detected in the available data. Many of the mapped-EST altering the significance and the perceived density.
Anomalies: The presence of nonoverlapping map pohybridization films had several additional restriction fragments that could not be mapped because of backsitions for an EST in the chromosome bin maps of the homoeologues was termed an anomaly. Anomalies can ground, lack of polymorphism between the genomes, or weak signal. The inability to map the additional rebe the result of actual biological events such as chromosomal rearrangements, transposition, and gene duplicastriction fragments would lead to an underestimation of duplication. The resolution of the deletion bins also tween adjacent bins show that the colinear relationship of rice chromosome 1 and the group 3 chromosomes limited the detection of gene duplications within a sinof wheat may be more complicated than previously gle bin. In cases where more than one restriction fragthought. The fact that many of the adjacent rearrangement for a particular EST was mapped to the same bin, ments include several mapped ESTs suggests that subat least a small percentage would be due to within-bin stantial blocks of conserved gene order exist and still gene duplication. It was difficult to estimate the percentprovide a basis for useful genome comparisons. age of duplication because several of the mapped restricIn addition to the larger rearrangements between tion fragments would be due to within-gene restriction adjacent consensus bins, numerous single ESTs matched sites. Approximately 13% of the mapped-EST unigenes sequences on the other rice chromosomes. In fact, the contained at least one EcoRI restriction site, not includwheat homoeologous group 3 and rice chromosome 1 ing sites within introns, accounting for more than onecomparison may actually be more complex than that half of the ‫%32ف‬ of ESTs detecting more than one shown in Figure 4 . Most blocks of conserved order span locus on each of the group 3 chromosomes. regions of rice chromosome 1 with matches to wheat Group 3 mapped-EST additional loci: The ESTs ESTs mapped to other homoeologous groups. Also, it mapped to group 3 also accounted for 765 additional was assumed that the EST order within consensus bins mapped loci throughout the rest of the genome. The would be similar to the order in rice. It is possible that presence of these additional loci could be due to crossadditional rearrangements between rice and wheat were hybridization with closely related gene family members, also present within consensus bins but could not be gene duplication, or errors in scoring due to uncharacdetected. Despite the simplifying assumptions, this wheat terized secondary deletions within the deletion stocks.
group 3 comparative map is the most detailed compariThe presence of a significantly greater number of addison to date. tional loci was detected for the group 4 and group 6
Wheat-Arabidopsis comparison: In the comparison chromosomes. The increased number of loci on group between the group 3 EST unigenes and the Arabidopsis 4 and group 6 could be due to a higher rate of indepengenome sequence, no significantly conserved genome dent duplications between group 3, 4, and 6 chromostructure was detected. This finding was not unexpected somes; concentrations of closely related sequences; or as rice and Arabidopsis also do not share any significant simply chance. However, no large-scale duplication begenome structure at the resolution afforded by the EST tween group 3 and the group 4 and 6 chromosomes chromosome bin maps (Devos et al. 1999; Liu et al. was observed. 2001 ). Wheat-rice comparison: It has been previously demConclusions: The group 3 chromosome bin maps and onstrated that the wheat group 3 chromosomes shared consensus map provide insight into the structure and the highest homology with rice chromosome 1 (Devos organization of the group 3 chromosomes. The highet al. 1992; Ahn et al. 1993; Kurata et al. 1994 ; Van density maps revealed chromosomal regions of high and Deynze et al. 1995b) . The comparisons presented in this low gene density along with putative rearrangements study build upon previous sequence-based alignments between the genomes. The detailed comparison of the (Sorrells et al. 2003; La Rota and Sorrells 2004) group 3 consensus map with the genomic sequence of and are illustrated in Figure 4 . Blocks of color represent rice chromosome 1 unveiled further complexities within the consensus sequence matches to the rice genome the colinearity previously detected between the chromosequence from a single consensus bin, uninterrupted somes. These analyses provide a resource for underby matches to another bin. Lines represent a single standing the evolution and organization of the wheat match flanked by matches from different consensus genome, for the use of rice as a model genome, and bins. Blocks of conserved order were present along the for selective sequencing of gene-rich regions in wheat. lengths of both chromosomes (e.g., 3S-0.78-1.00, C-3L-This material is based upon work supported by the National Science 0.22, and 3L-0.81-1.00), but order rearrangements were Foundation under cooperative agreement no. apparent between many adjacent consensus bins (e.g., between 3S-0.33-0.45 and 3S-0.24-0.33 and between 3L-0.27-0.42 and 3L-0.42-0.50) . The consensus bin 3L-0.42-0.50 was found to be densely populated with mapped LITERATURE CITED ESTs (Figure 1) . Because of the high density in this bin, Ahn, S., J. A. Anderson, M. E. Sorrells and S. D. Tanksley, 1993 the rearrangement between wheat and rice may involve 
